The Key Citations series was developed to provide a starting point for persons new to the various fields of impact assessment. The references provided are an indicative overview of the field and establish what might be regarded as the core literature. They include a selection of currently available textbooks published by commercial publishers, a selection of journal articles from the last 10 or so years, and key official or “scene-setting” documents. Some historically significant articles are also included. The means of determining key citations generally include consulting Scopus and Google Scholar and expert practitioners in the field. IAIA members contributing to this series acknowledge possible personal and regional bias and much difficulty in selecting only a few from among many excellent references in their fields.

**INTRODUCTION**

Key citations are intended to provide a starting point for people who are new to the various fields of impact assessment. The references give an indicative overview of the field and are intended to constitute “core literature.” They include a selection of currently available textbooks published by commercial publishers, journal articles from the last 10 or so years, and key official or “scene-setting” documents. Some historically significant articles are therefore also included. The means of determining key citations generally include consulting Scopus and Google Scholar and expert practitioners in the field. IAIA members contributing to this series acknowledge possible personal and regional bias and much difficulty in selecting only a few from among many excellent references in their fields.

**PLEASE NOTE**

This Key Citations Series for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services comprises six separate documents dealing with different, biodiversity- and ecosystem services-related topics of relevance to impact assessment at project and strategic levels.

Citations are given in chronological order, starting with the most recent publications.

**LANDSCAPE APPROACH/SPATIAL PLANNING**

IAIA (2016). Ecosystem Services in SEA for Spatial Planning. IAIA FasTips No. 13. (www.iaia.org )
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